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Scientist/Engineer Skills Matrix 

Categories
Staff I & Tech. Associate
Staff II & Sr. Associate
Staff IIIc
Senior Staffc
RECOGNITION
Professional abilities recognized within the group
Professional abilities recognized within the lab
Visibility outside the lab
Widely recognized international authority
TECHNICAL BREADTH x DEPTH
Knowledgeable about many areasa of profession.  Competent in at least 1
Competent in several areas of profession OR expert in at least 1 area.
Competent in many areas of profession and expert in 1 OR expert in several areas.
Competent in many areas of profession + expert in several areas, OR world expert in 1 significant area.
TASK ASSIGNMENTS
Performs routine activities
Performs activities involving a high degree of expertise, experience, and a full range of analytical skills
Performs activities in area of expertise of a complex nature where there are limited precedents available
Deals with a wide range of complex problems for which there may be not precedents available
MATURITY OF TECHNICAL JUDGMENT
Provides practical solutions to a wide range of problems
Demonstrates good cost vs. benefit sense
Proposes solutions reflecting understanding of the rationale for specifications and system interdependencies
(same)
INITIATIVE
Actively seeks solutions to proposed problems
Identifies problems and actively devises solutions
Independently finds complex problems and devises appropriate solutions
Looks for ways to extend the state of the art in the field
EDUCATION AND RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
typicalb:  Ph.D. (physicist), Bachelor’s (engineer, computer scientist) Associate’s + 10 years
typical:  degree + 3 years (Associate’s + 15-20 years)
typical:  Ph.D. + 7 years
Masters + 10 years
Bachelor’s + 12 years 
(same)
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Accomplishments consistently valuable
Achieves high impact results
Several major contributions to the field
Contributing factor to lab’s preeminence



A major contributor, technically or managerially, whose sheer work has led to the preeminence of the laboratory, independent of his/her publications record; (example:  when you build something, you have little time to publish etc.).
OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE LABORATORY



A scientist, who has provided outstanding service of far reaching consequences, at a critical time of the laboratory.
productivity
Consistently productive
Productivity high on difficult tasks
Productivity high dealing with multiple tasks
(same)
DEPENDABILITY
Consistently dependable 
Follows tasks through to completion
Consistent contributions to the laboratory
(same)
RESPONSIBILITIES
Works under the oversight of more senior staff
Responsible for tasks of moderate size and complexity
Responsible for large and fairly complex tasks.  May lead a team or supervise a group
Responsible for tasks with high impact to the lab.  May lead a large group or effort
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Able to present work clearly
Able to present complex work to audiences of varying expertise
Ability to present options and persuasively argue for proposals 
(same)
People SKILLS
Works well with others
(same)
Leadership ability
(same)
PLANNING SKILLS
Considers what end products should be 
Keeps projects on cost and schedule
Ability to estimate cost and manpower for assigned tasks
(same)


a.	Example:  for Electrical Engineer, areas include digital logic, analog circuits, RF circuits, high power circuits.

b.	Typical education and years of experience are only intended as guidance.  Exceptional personnel may be assigned a higher ranking than indicated by these figures.  Years Experience includes relevant work experience before and after degree.

c.	Promotion into the III level requires 3 letters of recommendation from outside the lab and promotion into the Sr. level requires five letters of recommendation from outside the lab (2 from outside US).

